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The 'Fusion Fallacy' Revisited

Abstract
[extract] The view expressed in Ashburner’s Principles on Equity was the traditional interpretation of the
relationship of law and equity. Under this approach, a court exercising jurisdiction in both law and equity was
required to maintain the separation of equitable doctrine from common law rules (and vice versa).
Proponents of this traditional approach have greeted any attempt to rationalise and integrate legal and
equitable causes of action and remedies with suspicion and have described these attempts as examples of the
’fusion fallacy’.

However recent case-law indicates that, in at least some areas, the traditional approach enunciated in
Ashburner’s Principles of Equity and firmly held by some eminent commentators is now open to question.
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THE ’FUSION FALLACY’ REVISITED

By
FJona
Lecturer
Faculty of Law
The Australian National University

Sixty year~ ago a well known statement concerning the relationsh~ of law
and equity appe~ed in Ashburner’s Principles o~Equi~y in the context of the
function aed nature of the Judicature Act 1873. The leameA author stated
that:

...the two streams of jurisdictior~ though they r~ in the same channel ran
side by side ~ad do not mingle their waters+ The distinction between legal and
equitable claims - between legal and equitable defences - and between tegal
and equitable remedies o has not been broken down in any respect by recent
legislafior~

The view e\~ressed in Ashburner’s Princ~Nes on Equity was the traditional
interpretation of the rela~ons.hip of law and equity. Under this approach, a
court exercising jurisdiction in both law and equity was required to maintain
the ~parafion of equitable d~trine fr~ common law rules (and vice versa).
Proponents of this traditiovN approach’ have g~eted any attempt to radonalise
and integrate legal and equitaNe causes of action and ~emedies with suspicion
and have described these attempts as examples of the ’fusion fallacy’o’

However recent case-law indicates that, in at least some areas, the
traditiona! approach enunciated in Ashburner’ s Principles of Equity and

$ofm~aly held by some eminent commentators ~s now open to question° In the
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The ’Fusi~ FN~cy’ P, evi~ted

recent New ~d case of Aquaculture Corporation v NZ Green Mussel Co
(’Aquaculture’)+ C~ke P described the relationship of eqtfity and common
law very differently. He stated ’For a~ purposes now material, equity and
common law are mingled or merged’.7

The statement of Cooke P stands in sharp contrast to the traditional view
and warrants careful attention. It is one example of the continuing re-
evaluation of the relationship of law and eqtfity talchng place in Australia,
New Zealand and Canada. The divergence between the traditional view and
modem statements like that in Aquaculture demands analysis. Therefore, the
purpose of this article is to consider:

(a) the various interpretations of the ’fusion’ debate; and
(b) the recent far-reaching developments in the law of estoppel

and equitable damages with reference to the fusion debate.

Prior to the enactment of the Judicature Act 1873’ law and equity were
administered by two separate courts. The disadvantages of such a system
were substanual. For example, courts of law refused to recograse eqtfitable
rights, title and interests.’+ Ln addition there was always the prospect that a
plaintiff might commence an action in the wrong jurisdiction or a defendant
might raise a purely equitable defence before a court exercising jurisdiction
at common Law. In such situations, the plaintiff was required to recommence
the action in the correct juO~lictiono The defendant was forced to employ
the use of the common injunction to restrain the action or the execution of a
judgment which had been obtained.1’

The Judicature System was implemented in order to redress the problems
and impracticalities which arose under the earlier system. The effect of the
Judicature System was twofoldo First, the administration of common law and
equity was brought under the control of one cot~t which was composed of
various divisions. Each division had power to determine legal rights and
interests, recognise equitable rights and interests and provide both legal and
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[ 1990] 3 NZLR 299.
1bid at 301.
The preseat stat~atory equivalents in Australia are the s~ 57-64 Supreme Court Acg 1970
and the Law Reform (Law and Equi&) Ac¢ 1972 (NSW); g 62 Suprem~ Courg Act 1958
(Vie); ~s 4-5 Judicagure Ac¢ 1876 (Qld); s~ 17-28 Supreme Cour¢ Ac¢ 1935 (SA); sg 24-
25 Supreme Cour¢ Act !935 (WA); ss 10-11 Supreme Court Procedure Act 1932
Above n 3, t:~ras [144]-[153]o
1bid at [150].
r+id at [t53].
r+id at [152]o Nevertheless, k is interesting to r~te that predvdicoAure procedure has
been influential in the ~fimfio~N ca~es in the Urfted States ~f America o see B~e
CA, Uses ~Engtish Legal Hisgory in Ar~rica (1982) 20xf~S 297; Lord Devlin, ]ury
Trial of Complex C~ses: English Practice at the Tim~ of the SeveeJh Amendrr~n¢
(19N)) Col L Rev 43.
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The framer~ of the Judicature Act were content with a judicial system
which was administratively fused. The prospect of the substantive or
doctrinal fusion of law and equity, for example the rationalisation and
merging of legal and equitable causes of action or the granting of legal
remedies for equitable wrongs (and vice versa), was not seriously
counter~-~ced. Indeed, any suggestion that a doctrinal fusion of the tales of
common law and principles of equity had taken place was quickly dismissed.
The Attorney General at the time, Sir John Coleridge, said:

To tan of the fiasion of Law and Equity was to talk ignorantly. Law and
Equity were two ~Hugs imherantly dist&nct...All they could do was to secure
that the suitor who werg to one Court for his remedy should not be sent about
has business without the relief he could have got kn another Court.

Yet the development of a more str~lined judicial system in itself has
not become the most interesting aspect of the administrative fusion of law
and equity. Rather, the advent of the Judicature System heralded the
i~tential integration of legal and equitable actions and remedies. Indeed,
even within a few years of the institution of the Judicature System, judges
had began to intermix legal and equitable doctrine to a degree which Sir
John Coleridge would not have considered posslbleo Indeed Maitland
stated earlier this century:

The day will come when tawye~ will cease to inquire whether a given rale be
a rule of equity or a rule of corm~on law: suffice it that it is a we11-estabhshed
rule a~tmfinistered by the High Court of JLk~ceo17
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1bid at [2~11o[214].
See ge~,erNly ibid at [2231-[2241. At
e~g p~-~~ of ~ eg~h~ ~ ~ f~ ~ of O~ord ~ (1615) 1

~j~ve ~f ~g~g g p~ ~ m ex~ j~t ~ hw. At ~er

~e ~t of ~ ig~g duNug ~ ~Lh ~m~ wbach g 25 (11) msolv~ -
g~ a~ve n 3 at [21N-[214].
H~d 3N ~ vol~e 216 g 1~1;
wag exN~ by J~d ~ ~ Sai¢ ~ C~r (1880) 16 ~ D 545 g 549.
~ f~e~pleR~gr~ ~H~d (t881) 20~ D 1; W~h v~v~e (1882) 21 ~ D
9; N~gon v ~~ [1914] AC 93~ Re P~e [1917] 1 ~ D 234.
MaNed ~, EqM~: A Co~s~ ~¢~c¢~es (1947) (Ca~fidge at ~e UNve~ity
P~g~) 20.



As the twentieth century draws to a close, a major question which has
arisen is whether equity and law are capable of substantive or doctrinal
fusion. In addressing this issue one may die, era font responses from case-
law and academic commentators°

Fusion is a fallacy

The views expres~A by Meagher, Gummow and Lehane~s represent the most
conservative approach to this matter. These commentators have stridemly
and continuously opposed the docN.nal fusion of law and eqmty. First,
they maintain that the legislature never intended the fusion of law and
eqmty. Secondly, their argument conchs an inherent assumption that the
nature of equitable and legal actions and remedies were (and are) such
there were (and are) ample causes of action and remedies to provide a
plaintiff with adequate redress for his/her complaint. Therefore doctrinal
fusion was (and is) unnecessary° Thirdly, after examining caseolaw since
the introduction of the Judicature Sysw.~n, they conclude that the attempts to
substantively fuse eq~ty and law has unnecessarily ’distorted’ the
ackninistrati~n of justice. Indeed, Meagher, Gummow and Lehane question
whether the whole adminisu’ative exercise has been worth the changes
wroughto~ In England, the possibility of the doc~nal fusion of law and
equity under the Judicature System has been rejecwA in Shell’s Eq~#y~ and a
simihr 1~osition has been taken in the work of Sir Raymond Evers~,~ PV
Baker, Leonard J Emmerghck and Michael Evans.

The problem is that such commentators, who wish for a paradise in which
equity and law are administered as separate doctrines, fail to accept the
reality that judges and commentators alike are becoming less afraid of
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See genera~y above n 3 Chap~r 2.
Meagher0 Gumrnow and Lehane, Equity; Doctrines and Remedies 2rid edn,
Butanols, (t975) ~d a~ve n 3 at [~N-[224] ~d [253-257]; ~ [~01-[222]

A~ve n 3 at
Nid at [~1-[2451.
Nid N [~3]; N C~on Eme~r~es ~d v Bo~hdon aM Co ~low n 49, S~v~s~ J
ex~ss~ a ~k~ ~ew at 165.
Nid at [~41-[~3L ~e ~ew~ of M~er, G~ow
digcu~sion of ~ofe~gor Afiyah ~ ~he dec~e of equity ~ T~ Rise a~d Fall of
Co~mct ~~ ~ ~o~ (1~8), 671472 ~ Ho~

~1 LRev 1.
A~ve n 5.
Sk Ra~d Eve~h~ ~N~ ~ n~ m ~ p~s~ m ~ ~t c~d-~g’ (1953) 1
Syd L Rev 1. ~ ~o a 1~ a~cle ~Refl~ ~ ~g Fugi~ of ~w ~d ~N~ ~r
75 Y~s’ (1954) 70 ~R
B~er PV~ ’~ ~m~ of ~ (19~) 93 LQR 529.
N~e~gck M, ’A ~nt~ of ~ New ~N~" (1945) 23 Tex LRev 2~.
Ev~g M~ O~1~ of~y ~ Tr~ 2rid M (1~3)~ Sy~ey, Buue~o~s,
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integrating and intermixing law and equity. On the one hand Meagher,
Gummow and Lehane opine that "It]he scope for the fusion fallacy
iSoooinfinite and varied’.~ Yet on the other hand, they devote considerable
space to a discussion of cases where, in their view, law and equity have been
inappropriately fused~ Surely, this evaluation could suggest that, if there is
such a scope for doctrinal fusion, it is justifiable in some cases. Indeed, such
material may be simply interpreted as direct authority for t~he proposition that
law and equity are fused in a doctrinal as well as a procedural sense.
However, it is important to recognise that the concern of such commentators
as Meagher, Gummow and Lehane about the potential effect of doctrinal
fusion is valid on some occasions. Substantive fusion may seem attractive,
but many unanswered questions still remain.~ For example, if fusion has
already occurred at a substantive tevel is there any merit in retaining a
distinction between common law and equitable damages, ~ala~ d if so, should
the common law or equitable method of calculation prevail?"

In the context of arguments against substantive fusion, it is worthy to note
a pre-eminent article by Roscoe Pound on the subject of achministrative and
doctrLqal fuslOno Meagher, Gummow and Lehane refer to Roscoe Pound’s
survey of the operation of tbe fused system in the United States as further33

proof of the demise of equity under such a system. , Roscoe Pound
perceived the development of four trends in a substantively fused system:

(1) legal roles superseding equitable rules in certa5~l cases; (2) equitable rules,
or portiop.s of ~emo disappearing; (3) equitable principles becoming hard and
fast and legal in their application; (4) equitable rules becoming adopted in
such a way as to confuse instead of supplement the tegal raleo
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Above n 3 at [22@
Gareth Je~es and William Goodhart have e~pressed suppe~t for the view that law and
equity a~e fused substantively in their book Specific Perfo~nance below n 58. JRF
Lehane in bJ~ review of the book in [1987] CLJ 163 intimates that such a view is
oversLmplistic and tmtenable. He notes (at 155): ’To ask that thee who assert law ~md
equity are f~sed should explain what they mean, how it happened and what f&flows
from it is not merety to indulge in an idiosyncratic belief that tbAngs were better before
1873, or, still less, to suggest that law and equity then became incapable of future
development..oSadly, khe authors, like their numerous predecessors (including their
Lordship~ in United Scien~’~c Hddings) do ~ot offer any suda
See generally the Hon Mr Justice Gummow, ’C~rnpensation for Breach of Fiduciary
Duty’ in Youdan TG (ed) Equdcy, Fiduciari~ and Trusts (Cat, well Ltd, 1989) 57.
P~ad R, *The Decadence of Equity° (1905) Co! L Rev 20; Nearly twenty-five years
later Walsh WF in his ar~cle ~Is Equity Decadent?’ aNc~ve n
P~nd (at 4%-497) that:

...modem equity, instead of being decadent, has tremendously extended it
effectiveness as the spiritual principle or soul of law in remedying its
shortcomings° correcting its mistakes and leading in its reform by the
establisbaneat of broad prindple~ of ~ialjustice trader merger of hw ~a~d equity.

See also The Honwarable Mr Justice LJ Priestley, ’A Guide to a Comparisen of
Australian and United State~ Contract Law’ (1989) 12 brNSW Law Journal
Above n 3 at [2551.
Above n 32 at 29.
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Subsequently Meagher, Gummow and Lehane have identified these
tendencies in our own legal system. Certainly there is some truth in Pound’s
arguments. For example, at the time Roscoe Pound was enunciating these
general trends equitable estoppel had become substantially limited by
common law notions. However, it is erroneous to assume that the view
expressed in Ashburner’s Principles on Eq~ry represented Roscoe Pound’s
interpretation of the relationship of law and equity. Pound’s concern was
more fundamenta! than simply whether a substantive fusion of law and equity
had taken place. For the purpose of ensuring that our legal system opera~ in
accordance with p6mciples of justice, he wished to preserve the hallmark of
equity jurisprudence - judicial discret~ono For Pound, the fight to preserve
equitable principles was also one for a legal system with discretion:

Law must be tempered with equity, even as justice with mercy° And if, as
some assert, mercy is part of justice, we may say equally tl"~at equity is ~art of
law, in the sense that it is necessary t~ the working of any legal system°

In order to elucidate Pound’s views, two additional points should be
made. First, on the subject of substantive fusion, Pound displayed surprising
acceptance° The preoJudicature System was

merely ooo an accident of judicial administration, requirin~ men for historical

reasons to seek relief here rather than there, or in this way.rather thav. that,
without sensibly affecting the substance of the rules applied.

He concluded that substantive fusion was simply a response to the ’needs
of the future’. ’~ Secondly, Pound was aware of t.he historical context in
which equity had arisen and accordingly described the context in which he
envisaged its decline o As well as referring to administrative fusion as a
factor in the decline of equity in relation to law, Pound described, inter aga,
the growing empha,,sis on predictability of legal tales and the minimisation of
judicial discretion; the development of the theory of binding precedents in
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Above n 3 at [225t.
See for example, Finn PD0 ’Equitable EstopWJ’ in FNm Pl)(ed) Essays in Equity (1985)
The Law Book Company Ltd, 59 at 62-71.
Above n 32 at 21-6.
roid at 35.
1bid at 23; See also above n 27 ~t 249 where Emmerg~ck has n~ed that Pound was
’upholding a urfified c~urL’
Ibido In arrivZmg at this view, Pound cited John Fo DZAlon, The Laws and Jurisprudence
in England and ,america (1895) Boston, Little, Brown and Company, where Dillon
stated (at 386): ’The separation of what we call equity from law was originally
accidental, or at any rate was umnecessary; and the develownent of an independent
system of equitaNe rights ~nd remedies i~ ~lou~ ~d rest~ upon no principle. The
continued existence of these two sets of rights and remedies i~ not ~nly unnecessary,
but its inevitable effect is to produce confusion and conflict. The existing diversity of
rights ~ remedies must disappear and be replaced by a tmiform system of fights as
wel! as remedies.’
Ibid at 21.
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equity;’~ mad the adoption of equitable actions and remedies in law.~ It may
seem ironic that Pound was not overly worried by the prospect of
substantive fusion, yet the process he described was one in which the
common law at that time increasingly dominatecl equity. Pound’s a~tude
could be explained by the fact tl~at he foresaw benefits in the rafionalisafion
of two sources of legal doctrine into one fused legal system. In Pound’s
view, the real problem was that the legal system was developing in such a
manner as to formalise and systematise equity. In that process, equity’s
discretionary capacity was being ~ost. Roscoe Pound’s identification of an
historical context and factors (other than simply an amalgamated system)
which lead to the decline of equity, was important. Accordingly, it was
simpty inaccurate to portray the Judicature System as the only factor
responsible for uhe decline of equity.

Mod~fied fu~sion falgacy

The second a.~groach (which is a variation of the frost above) ack~qowledges
the intended limited administrative effect of the Judicature System, albeit
with some regreL Delaney** has noted that the prospect of substantive fusion
had ’been propounded by Mansfield and restated by Blackstone in the
eighteenth century.’’~ However, ’old habits die hard’ and the Judicature
System effected ’nothing more tha~ a fusion ofjmqsdict~on o Interestingly,
Delaney does not suggest that substantive fusion would distort the legal
system or lead to confusion. Rather, the simple fact was that substantive
fusion was not envisaged under the Judicature Act.

The empirical approach

The third a~roach is a cautious acknowledgment that the Judicature System
has wrought an impact on substantive issues. According to Hanbury and
Maudstey: Modern Equ2~, the state of the law is such that whilst law and
equip~ are not completely fused:

o.oa cerimry of fused jurisdiction has seer~ the two sys~,s workgng more closeb,
together; each changing arid developir4g and improving from czmtact with the

other; and each willing to accept new ideas and developments, re~}ardless of
their origin. They are coming closer together° But they are px~t fused.

The judgment of La Forest J in Car~wn Enterprises Ltd v Boughton and
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Ibid at 25°
Ibido
VTH Dela’~ey, Equity and th~ Law Reform Com.~¢ee (196t) 24 MLR 116.
Ibid at 117o
Ibid.
Mar~ JE, Hanb~ry and Maa~sley: Modern Eq~dty 13~h ed (1989) London Stevens &

Ibid at 2&
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Co (’Canson’)"9 ~scussed below,~ accords with this view. Sherida~ ~nd
Keeton have concluded also that the relationship between equity and law has
become closer,51 to the extent that on occasions it °has sometimes led m the
creation of a sort of amalgam of common law tales and pales of equity’.
However, Sheridan and Keeton po~int out that an ’amalgam’ of law and
equity has not always taken place. This evaluation is attractive in three
respects. First, there is a recognition that the development of substantive
fusion is in differing stages, depending on the nature mad function of the
tegal and equitable actions and!or remedies involvedo Secondly, there is an
attempt to differentiate the sorts of actions and remedies which are ir~erently
more capabte of operating in a substantively fused system. Thirdly, the
operation of law and equity is neither cast in a conservative mould
unresponsive to change, nor is it portrayed as a achievement wrought by
simple legislative action. Rather, this approach suggests that the substantive
fusion of the two systems is an ongoing process. Naturally, this view
contains its own problemso It seems that we are faced with a legal system
comprised of some substar~tively fused areas, whilst in other respects, equity
and law remain apart° The operation of a legal system with such
characteristics could give rise to cov~fusiono

Fusion is fact

The fourth interpretation is in complete contra-distinction to the views of
Meagher, Gummow and Lehaneo This approach has two aspects. First, there
is a ready acceptance that the Judicature System has automatically and
inevitably produced the substantive merger of law and equity. The difficulty
with this view is that, an empirical analysis of the case-law may not fNly
support this proposmono S~ndly, proponents of t~ subs~qtive fusion of
law and equity assume not only that such a process has been achieved, but
that it has been achieved with ease° A~ain, this approach glosses over t~he
many real ~ficulties which have arisen°

The most famous ~ly exponent of this attitude was Lord Diplock in
United Scientific Hogdings Ltd v Burngey Borough CounciI (~Uniged
Scientific’)o~ In this c~e, ~rd Dipt~k refe~ed m ~hb~ner’s f~ous
statement ~d ~nclud~ that it was ’mi~Nevo~s ~ d~fiveL~ He ~e~
went on m ~int out:
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(1991) 85 DLR (4th) 129.
Se~ my discussior~ of ~Js case at ~ 163 above.
Shefid~ ~ ~d Kee~n GW, T~ Nag~e of Equ~ (1984) ~chester Ba~ Rose
~b~Ae~ L~
Nid at 35.
1bid,
A~ve n 47 at 244; s~
r~id.
A~ve a 3~ ~r Z
[1978] AC 9~; [1977] 2
roid at 925; Nid at ~.
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If Professor Asbumer’s fluvial metaphor ~ to be reta~ed at all, the waters of
abe confluent streams of law and equity have surely n~ngled now.

Lord Diplock ~s not alone in his eval~on of the relationship of law and
equity. Jones and Goodha~ have relied on United Scient~c as anthor~ty for
the prop~_sifion that law and equity are fused.’~ In another case, Seagar v
Copydex~1 Lord Denning suggesWA that damages were available k~ response
to a breach of an equitable obligation. Much later, Lord Denning
specifically noted that the Judicature System fused law and equity, and that
’the fusion is complete’.~ As noted above, Cooke P of the New Zealand
Court of Appeal has made similar comments. In Australia, Dearie J in
Waltons Stores (Imerstate) Ltd v Maher~5 has not only suggested that law and
equity are fused, but that to consider otherwise is to risk the future
development of an orderly legal system:

Knowledge of ff~e origh~ and development of ~.he cormraon law ~nd ~u~’
~d ~ aw~es~ of ~e ~dLn~ ~d ~n~ng d~nc~ess of con~ol~g
~ble ~ples ~e ~er~uisi~s of a ~ ~d~s~g of ~e ~n~ of
a fused system of modem law. To ignore ~e subs~tive effects of the
~tion of d~es of law ~A ~uiw wi~ ~a~ bas~ sys~m ~n w~ch
~, ra~er hh~n ~ic~-of wNciple is now m ~ ~sm~ is, however,
unduly to preserve ~he import~ce of past sep~ation and continuing
~mess ~ a ~er ~t ~e or~fly ~veto~ent of a sgmpgfi~ ~
m~5~ tegN sys~m wNch Nsion w~ kn~end~ m advice.

It is stwprising (as well as illuminating) that such diverse views pertain to
the relationship of law and equity. Equally important is the fact that the
potential effect of substantive fusion is interpreted so differently. On the one
hand, Meagher, Gummow and Lehane consider that substantive fusion, with
its attendant confusion and uncertainties, will only lead to the demise of our

59
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1bid; geg ,~lso Amalgamated ]nvestmgng & Pro~r~ Co ~d (~ 1~) v Te~ C~rce
I~er~io~lB~LM [1982] QB ~ a~
J~es G ~ G~ha~ W, S~c~fic Pe~or~r~ (19~) ~, Bu~r~o~ at 3
21.
[1967] 2 ~ ER 415.
Nid at 4t%8. H~d~ ~, G~mow ~C ~d Aus~ ~, C~es ~d Mager~& on
~ ~ Tr~¢s 4~ ~ (1993) But~v~s ~Nt o~ (at ~ [118]) ~at ’it
~at ~ d~ageg r~e~ m by ~rd ~g we~ ~ taw d~age~ as awa~

~rd ~g, ~~ N ~ ~w, (1984) ~ Bu~r~o~s at 86.
A~ve n 6.

~d ~t 5~; ~ ~ a~cle ’~ ~ty ~ent’ (~958) ~ M~so~ ~ Re~ 479
W~h ~ ~ ~ a ~ ve~ (~t

’~ ~ new ex~ ~c ~ef m cover ~ ~s~fly b~d~g field
hhe ~w hw so ~b~sh~ ~ at ~ a ~ of ~e g~e~ hw
~g~ N ~ ~ ~nd N ~ acfi~, s~n~ N eve~ such ~e eveo"
~n of ~ law ~d ~N)" ~d eve~" such acfi~ ig ~h legN ~d ~bte.
~e~ i~ ~ l~ger ~qy ~sion for ~e ado~ at Nw of ~ble
~e at on~ ~ of ~he s~e sy~em ma~ up of law ~d ~uity



The ’Fusion Fallacy’ Revisited

legal system. On the other hand, ~e J identifies subs~’~five fusion as a
formidable instrument which can and should be employed in the ’orderly
development’ of a ’simplified’ legal system. These very different reactions
to substaritive fusion suggest that we do need to evaluate the direction ~ar
legal system is taking.

Three major criticisms of the treatment of the issue of substantive fusion
can be made. First, it is evident that there is a lack of analysis of the ~ific
legal contexks in which the question of substantive fusion has arisen. For
example, Meagher, Gummow and Lehane focus on certain areas where, in
their opinion judges have mistakenly fused equity and law. But these
commentators canvass these cases for the purpose of refuting the proposition
that the substantive fusion of law and equity is p~sible. The exposition in
Hanbury and Maudsley: Modern Equity further illustrates the problem.
Whilst there is ari identification of areas where doctrinal fusion has arisen,
,,he discussion is still predominantly descriptive. In short, three significant
questions have not been answered, namely:

(i) in what areas of our haw has the fusion issue arisen most clearly and
consistently?

(ii) in the light of the answer in (a), why has the fusion issue emerged in
some areas of haw and not in others?

(iii) why have modern courts embraced d~e concept of doctrinal fusion, or to
put it another way, how do judges justify the fusion of law and equity?

Secondly, there has been no consideration of the fusion debate in the
context of philosophica! and legal changes wrought in areas of law such as
contract haw which have traditionally interfaced with equity. It is impossible
to discuss these changes and challenges at lengtho~ However, it is submitted
that equitable doctrines are becoming increasingly part of this scratinyo
Certainly, in the context of a debate concerning the substantive fusion of haw
and equity, concerns for doctrinal purity may not rest well with what some
commentators have referred to as ,he ’emergence of conscience and ~e
decline of legalism o So, whilst there is no doubt d~at the question of the
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fusion of law and equity is a complex one, in the last decade some judges
have increasingly viewed substantive fusion, in at least some areas, as both
inevitable and preferable.~ Moreover the complete demise of equity,
presaged by some commentators, has not occurred. For example equity has
phayed its part in the decline of formalism. Equity has been called upon to
protect the more vulnerable members of society; and set aside
unconscionable contracts and bargains obtained in the context of undue
influence.

Thirdly, there is little or no analysis of the potential benefits which
substantive fusion offers; or, to put it another way, how the substantive
fusion of ~,o so~ces of our legal system could change (in a beneficial way)
the topography of our legal landscape. Meagher, Oummow and Lehane
simply argue that substantive fusion produces doctrinal impurity and
confusion. The empificat approach describes and classifies various
examples of substantive fusion without any consideration of the direction in
which judicial decision making is travelling. Lord Denning has referred to
the ’new equity’" which will engender change and provide a forum in which
matters of punic poticy may be canvassed. However, he does not suggest
how the ’new equity’ will change the form of our tegal doctrines and
remedies.

Pathways Toward Fusion

It is acknowledged that the above critique indicates that the doctrinN fusion
of law and equity is a complex matter. The purpose of the remaining parts of
this article is to consider the issue of substantive fusion with reference to the
law of estoppel and notions of equitable damages. It is submitted that an
immediate and automatic substantive fusion did not follow the
implementation of the Judicature System. However, the administration of
law and equity under one judicial roof for over one century has given rise to:

(i) a possible rationalisation of causes of action which exist in law and
e~Nity and which have str:&ing similarities; and

(ii) the potential for a flexible use of equitaNe and legal remedies.

Recent cases in the High Comet of Austr~ia, the Court of A~ in New
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See for example the viewg of Coe~e P in Aquac~dgure above n 6 at 301.
Above n 3 at [2541-[257~; n 32 at 29; n 23, !~o~mn M Ho~, T~ Tr~orw~n qf

Led ~ A~dio (1983) 151 CLR 447. See also Rosgiter CJ and Stone M~ ~e
G~g~’s New Sh~~ (1988) 11 b~’SW ~w Jo~N 1 I.
A~ve n 3 at
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Common law estoppel and equitable estoppel -t~ prospect of a single
doctrine of estoppel

Even today, t~here are separate jurisdiction of estoppel in common law and
equity. Meagher, Gummow and Lehane .have suggested that the
rationaLisation of the many varieties of estoppel into one single principle is

lgl
not posslbleo However, this view has been put into question by two judges
of the High Court of AustraLiao~ During the nineteenth century, equity
evolved a jurisdiction in estoppel known as estoppet by representation which
was wider than the jurisdiction exercised in the courts of common law.~
First, at law, a court could compel a defendant to adhere to a representation
of fact made to a plaintiff upon which the plaintiff had relied to his/her
detr:anento~’ However, the jurisdiction of a court of law did not extend to a
mere representation of intention° A plaintiff who had relied on a defendant’s
representation of future intention, that is, a defendant’s representation that
he/she would act in a particular way in the future, had recourse to the courts
of equity. The plaintiff did not have a right of redress before a court of laW o~
Secondly, estoppel’at law was not a cause of action in itself. Rather, if a
defendmat was held to the assumed state of affairs and sucl~ a state of affairs
gave rise to a cause of action, a plaintiff was entitled to commence that cause
of action against the defendan~ However, equitable estoppel operated as a
cause of action. If a plaintiff successfully established equitable estoppel
he/she was entitled to redress for any loss occasioned by the defendmqt’s
failure to ad~here to the representation upon which the plaintiff had relied to
his/her detriment~~

By the end of the nineteent~h century, the scope of equitable estoppel was
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Above n 6o
Above n 49.
Above n 3, [17251-[1726]o
Above n 78, (per Mason CJ and Dearie J).
Two important e×ample~ of common law e~toppel are estol:g~el by judgment and
esm~l ~
a~ve n 28 at
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~ v Maw (1852) 3 Offf 592; ~ ~ 5~; B~ v ~ (18~) 10 V~ 470; 32
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severely limiwA k~ two mayor ways. Fksfly, its operation was l~i~ m
repre~n~fions of fact. In dor~n v Mo~~ ~ Hou~ of ~ ~ld ~at a
representation of future intention was only enforceable.when it was
a~omp~i~ by co~idemfion. ~e eff~t of ~e ~ision in Jor&n v Mo~y
was ~"~t a defen~t would not ~ com~ll~ m ~ere m a rege~n~on of
fu~e in~nfion which w~ ~t ~mp~i~ by ~e comm~ Nw relafiovsNp
of con~ In ~ along ~e Hou~ of ~r~ mmov~ a si~Ncant t~ of
case ~om ~uity’s j~isdicfion, namely, the situation where a defendant
convincingly repr~ent~ m a plNn~f ~e co~se of hisNer fut~e actions
u~n which ~e p~nfiff refi~. S~o~y, ~e d~ion ~ ~w v Bouver~,
extend~ ~e fmmous common law d~ision of De~ v Peek~ m ~ui~ble
j~cfion ~ well. In De~ v Peek ~mNes were av~able for ~udNent
representations. There was no relief for innocent or negligent
repre~n~uons. It should ~ no~ N~ ~e Ju~c~e Sys~m w~ not Uhe
catalyst for d~line of equi~ble esmp~l, Nthough it ~d hter h~n ~e
demNe of ~uimble esmp~L ~ncr~Ngly ~oughout ~e nNe~n~
equity jurisprudence had fallen victim to the nineteenth century
pr~ccupation with 1Nssez-fake in~vidualism, legal positivism and the
b~gNn ~ of con~ct. ~e a~inis~fion of ~uity had b~ome a
judicial exercise in the sys~misafion of rules.~ The initial d~line of
~Nmble esto~l w~ N~bu~ble m uhe d~ision in Jor~n v Mone~ a
c~ which w~ ~id~ well ~fore ~e ~v~t of Ne Ju~cat~ Sys~m.

However, equitable estoppel declined, it did not die. Equitable estoppel
still applied to representations of fact. In addition, there remained three
discrete areas where equitable relief was availaNe to found causes of action,
namely, representations in the context of pre-existing contractual
relationships, representations in relation to legal rights in land,~ and
representations made in’ the context of imperfect grits. It ~s not proposed to
discuss this jurisdiction in any detail. Rather, what is important to note, is
t2~t the jurisdiction m grant a remedy to a plaintiff where a defendant had
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failed to adhere to the representation made in these separate and discrete
contexts was settled well before the Judicatttre System came into operation.
The existence of these specific applications of equitable estoppel did not
severely challenge the prevailing orthodoxy described by Gr~e~g and Davis as
°It]he sanctity of promises through the medium of bargain’. For example,
the capacity of a court to compel a defendant to adhere to a representation
made in the context of contractual relations, upheld the theory of bargain
(albeit a revised one) because of the we-existence of contract.

The recent history of e~stoppel in law and equity (particularly in the last
ten years), presents a contrasting pictt~e. First, the operation of equitable
estoppel in relation to interests in land and imI:erfect gifts gave rise to a
revlsea estoppel, known as proprietary estoppelo

Secondly, in the High Trees case, Lord Denning considered the capacity of
equity to compel a defendant to adhere to representations of intention made in
the context of a pre-exlstm~relat~onsh~p. Lord Denmng’s views were a
source of some controversy. He cast doubt on the correctness of Jorden v
Money. In doing so, he considered that a court could compel a defendant to
adhere to his/her representation of future intention within the context of a pre-
existi’~g legal relafionshipoTM Lord Denning made his decision in High Trees
on the basis of ’a natural result of the fusion of law and equity’o1~ But the full
effect of the fusion of law and equity in the area of estoppel was not
elaborateck Nevertheless, Lord Denning presaged the ascendancy of equitable
estoppel over the narrowly drawn common law estoppel; and, the potential for
substmqfive fusion of law and equity in this area.

lC:~5
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T~kdly, it should be no~.A in passing ~t td~ famous torts c~, Hedey
B~ne & Co LM v Helier & Partmm LM (’Hedley Byrm’),~ rever~ ~
~nd ~t in m~fi~n by ~s such ~ Der~ v Peek, Hedley Byr~ ~ ~
way for a p~y to be liable for negligent m~sstatement in certain
c~cums~s.

Fourthly, the lmndmark decision of the High Court of Auswalia, Waltons
S~ores (Imerstate) L~d v Maher ~ Wantons Stores’),’~ led the way towards a re-
vitalisation of equitable estoppel. A majority of the High Court~ decided that:

equitable estoppel was available to compel a defendant to a&here to a
representation of future intention; and

(~) equitable estoppel was available to compel a defendant to adhere to a
representation made by him/her although t.he representation was given
in a pre-contracmal or non contractual context.

The High Court recognised t~hat the doc~e of consideration has always
been a pivotal factor in our legal system. Without consideration there
could be no bargain and so no. legal obligation. Nevertheless, the Court was
unable to ignore the fact that in certain circumstances, it was simply
unconscionable for a defendant to change his/her mind and depart from the

o     113
original representatmn. The underlying rationale for the renewal of
equitable estoppel was clear o the principle of unconscionability:

Equity comes to the relief of such a plaintiff on the f~oting that it would be
unconscionable conduct on khe part of the other party to ignore the
assumption,

106 [1964] AC 465.
107 See below n 141 a~ 173-4.
108 Above n 65.
109 Mason CJ, Wilson and Br~anan JJ.
110 Above n 65 at 519-526 (per Mason CA ~d WLlson J), 534-543 (a~er Brennan J)¯

111 Ibid.
112 Above n 65 at 521-522 (per Mason CA and Witson J), 53%9 (per Brennan J)0 547-559

(per 1)cane J) ~d 566 (per Gaudmn J).
113 1bid at 521-3 where Mason CJ ~md Wilson J poinw~d out that in the case before them

Waltons Stores:
’...was under an obtigaLion to communicate with the respondents within a
reasonable time ~fter receiving the executed eounterpar~ ~nd cer~rfly when it
leamL..that the demolition was pmcee4ting’.

114 See above n 3 at (xi) where Meagher, Gumrnow and Lehane have deacribed (s~xnewhat
derisively) the principle of unconscionability as ’incoherent’ ,rod the new "grg.~Mnorm’
of equity.

115 Above n 65 at 524 (per Mason CA a~ Wilson J)o B~na~ J expressed similar view~ (at
53g):

’The ~mconscidnable conduct which i~ the objec~ of equity to prevent is khe failure
of a party, who has induced the adoption of the assung~ion or expectation m~d who
knew or intended that it wc~d be retied on, to ~alfil the ~sumption ~r expectation,
or ~herwige t~ avoid the detriment which that failure would occasion’.



Significantly, there was no discussion of the potential dominance of
equitable principles in the law of estoppeL Yet the judgments of the majority
of t.he I:tigh Court decisively 1iN,rated equity from the impediments set in
train during the nineteenth century, particularly the decision in Jorden v
Money.n’ At the same time, the doctrine of consideration and the notion of
b~gain were not sacrificed. Before equitable estoppel would operate in
favour of a plaintiff, he/she would have to satisfy some important criteria.

It is interesting in this context to consider briefly the judgment of ~e J
because his Honour considered the issue of substantwe fusion. He pointed
out that prior to the implementation of the Judicature System ’the unity at
common law and in equity of the doctrine of estoppel by conduct has ~n
consistently assumed’,n9 The Judicature System did not change the situation.
Indeed, the advent of the Judicature System encouraged the development of

I2~)
a unified legal system. Accordingly there was no doctrinal or historical
reason why equitable and common law estoppel should not, as one fused
principle, apply to representations of future intention as well as to
representations of fact. His Honour reoiterated and clarified his views in
The Commonwealth of Australia v gerwayen (’Ver÷ayen’).’=

In Waltons Stores equitable estoppel had developed a renewed
independent existgnCeo However, only Dearie J broached the issue of
subs~r~tive fusion. In l/’erwayen the High Court considered the nature of the
remedy available in an action for equitable estoppel. This time Mason CJ
developed a theory of integrated estoppelo

Commonwealth v Verwayen

this case Verwayen and others commenced proceedings against the

116 Above n 89.
117 Their Honours found a balance between the formal common law doctrine of

consideration on the one hand, and the more P~Ad (and seme~es elusive) equitable
eatoppel on the other. Before equitable estoppel would operate, the promisee wonld
need m ~dduce evidence that: (a) in making the womise, the pmmisee had ~ea~ed t~he
assurnption in the mind of the prowAsee that ~ pro~d~)r woutd perform the promh~e;
(b) the promisee had relied on the original promise; (c) the promisor knew or ought to
have known that the promisee was relying ~ the representation to bhs]har detr:anent;
and (d) any depa~are from that promhse on the part of the promisor w@atd cause the
promisee detrLmonto See above n 55, 525 (per Mason CJ and Wilson J), 542 (per
Brerma~ J) and 557 (aver Gaudron J)o

118 In direct contrast to the judgments of the Mason CJ, Wilson J and Brerman J, Deaae J
decided (at 545-547) that the facts of the case disclosed that the Mashers had believed~
notwithstanding the absence of a physical exchange of contract, that there was a
binding contract between them and Waltonso Therefure~ His Honour held that there
was a representation of fact involved, and not a representation of future intention°
Accordingly0 he based bhs analysis on common law estoppel.

119 rigid at 55~o
120 Ibido
121 1bid 557.
122 Above n 78o
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Commonwealth Gove~ent for ~njt~Ses sustained as a result o£
of ~S Voyager ~qd ~ Mel~e. It w~ ~leg~ ~ ~e ~qj~es
had ~en cause by the negligence of officers and crew on ~ vessels.
Ve~ayen had commenc~ action agNnst the CommonweN~ outside the
period specified under the relevam legislation.’=’ Initially, the
Commonwealth did not plead tha~ the limi~tion period had expired.
However, when proc~dings were well ~nder way, the Commonw~lth
sought leave to raise ~is defence. A majority of the Full Court of ~e
Supreme Co~t of VictoriaTM held ~at ~e Commonw~th w~ estopp~
from r~ilNg ~om i~ ~ter ~sifion.~= ~e Commonw~ ~~ m the
High Court. In the comext of ~he relationship of equity and law the
judgmen~ of M~on CJ ~d De~e J were sigNficmn~. BoN judgmen~
reflected t5e view that former doctrinal rigidity should not deter a

Deane J reiterated his position expressed in Waltons Stores that common
taw estoppel and equitable estoppel were (and are) ftmdmqaentatly unified:

...promissory estoppet is but one aspect of a general doctrine of estoppel by
conduct which should, ur~der a modem Judicature Act system with merged

avaffab~h~ty of remedies, be seen as operating indifferently in both law arid

This general doctrine of estoppel was derived from the common law.
Although such a form of estoppet may apply to representations of future
intention,~2’ it is limitedo It does not give rise to an independent cause of

125
action.

Mason CJ approached the inter-relationship of common law and equity
from an entirely different perspective° Having acknowledged t.he different
paths which equitable estoppel and estoppel at common law originally
took,~2~ Mason CJ posited a rafionalisafion of ’the complex array of rules
spanning various categories’oI~ First, he dismissed a long hetd view that the
designation of common law estoppel as a rule of evidence, rather than a
cause of action, p~esented a barrier to a single doctrineo"1

Secondly, he drew a fundamental distinction between the function of
common law estoppel and equitable estoppelo Common law estopl~l was

123 Lim~aCion of Acgions Ac¢ 1958 (Vic)o
124 Ver~ayen v Co~nwea~h of A~gral~ [1988] Aust ~r~ R 68 ~ 224.
1~ Per Kaye ~d M~ks JJ (at 68, 235); ~ng J dissen~ (g 68~ 243-5),
1~ A~ve n 78 at 555. N ~i~r v S~g~ Bank ofNgW (~) NSW CA 5 J~My, 1~1,

~ P ex~ss~ ~s ~u~a for ~ f~fi~ of ~ L
127 Nid g
128 Nid; s~, f~ ex~ple, a~ve n 3~ ~s [17t3]-[17t@
129 Nid at 545.
130
131 ~id.



concerned simply with holding a promisor to a representation upon which a
promlsee has rehed to his/her demment. Therefore, in a successful action
based on common law estoppel, a promisor was required to honour the
representations which he/she had made. On the other hand, when
adjudicating the application of the principles of equitable estoppel, a court
provided the minimum relief necessary to do justice in the situation.
Equitable estoppel was (and is) a cause of action which relieved the effect of
detrimentN reliance. Consequefifly, the remedy granted by a cour~ should
bear a direct relationship to the detriment suffered by a plaintiff.~ In
relation to the case itself, he held that an order for costs (for the various
interlocutory proceedings which had taken place) would adequately
compensate Verwayen for the detriment he had suffered on account of the
representations made by the CommonweNth.TM

Thirdly, Mason CJ suggested that the characteristics of equitable
estoppel formed the basis for an unified docmne of estoppeto The
approach was (and is) quite a radical one. Clearly, it was premised on the
view that the division bem, een common law and equitable estoppel shoNd
(and can) be abolished°’" Mason CJ stated:

There is no logger any p~pose to be served in recognising an evidenfiary form
of estoppe! operating in the same circumstances as the. emergent rules of
substantive estoppelo The resuk is ff~aI it should be accepted tha~ there is but
one doctrine of estoppel, wbJch provides t.bat a co~t of corrmaon law or eqN~y
may do what is required, but not more, to prevent a person who has relied
upon a_n assumption as to a presen% past or future smm of affairs (including a
legal state of affairs) which assmmption the party esmptx~ has induced b~ m
hold, from suffering detriment in retiance upon the assumption as a result of
the der, ial of iks correcmesso A central element of ~hat doc~e is that there
must be a proportionality between hhe remedy and the detriment wbdch is iks

propose to avoid. It would be whogy inequitable and -~mj~t to insis~ upon a
disproportionate making go~d of the relevant assumption...

In Waltons Stores His Honour endorsed the existence of an estopp~e~l
doctrine which operated in the con~xt of a nOnoContracmal retationshipo
In Verwayen (where again a non-conwactual relationship existed) he limited
the remedy for equitable estoppel (and any fused system of estoppel) to the

132 1bid at 545°6; cf Dearie J in the same case who refers (at 555) to the ’merged
availa~ry of remedies.’

133 1bid at 547-8.
134 Nid at 548; s~ Nso ~he judgment ~ B~n J who (~ 553) ~fe~ m Ne ’~lev~t

de~en~’
135 Nid at 547-8.
136 Nid at
137 M~gher, G~ow m~d ~hme navy ~sider ~e ~ews of Masm ~ ~N

s~cism - s~ a~ve n 3 paros [17251-[!72@
138 Nid at 5~.
139 A~ve n 65,519-526.
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minimum equity required to do justice. In doing so he. made a subtle, but
significant, choice. The net effect of the remedy for common law estoppel
was holding the promisor to the representations made; or, to put it another
way, holding a promisor to the terms of a representation (subject to the
requirements for common law estoppel) in a similar way as if the
representation had constituted a contract. However, the effect of a remedy
set to relieve detrimental reliance is quite different. A cause of action which:

(i) is based on a non-contractual relationship; and

(ii) provides a plaintiff with a remedy hased on the detriment he/she has
suffered,

146

is more akin to a tortious action rather than an action in contract. This
distinction becomes critical in the Light of the proposed fused system based
on equitable principleso Certainly, it can be accommodated into Fleming’s
definition of tort:

L~a very general terms, a tort is an inj,ary other than a breach of contract, which
the law will redress with damages.ooTort liability.., exists primarily to

comp~nsate the victim by compelling the wrongdoer to pay for the damage
done.

In addition, it is submitted that such a cause of action is analogous to the
tort of negligence because the requirement of actual detriment outweighs any
suggestion of wrongdoing.’’~ Dearie J has stated (a&~ittedly obiter) that

143
there is a relationship between estoppel and negligence. In the case of
equitable estoppet (and the form of fused estoppel enunciated by Mason C J),
two parties are in a relationship of close proximity. The defendant sets up a
situation by virtue of hWher representation. Tt~e plaintiff justifiably relies on
the representation. The defendant par~y knows or ought to have known o in
other words he!she ought to have reasonably foreseen o the activity of the
plaintiff who was reiying on the representation. The defendant knows or
ought to have known that in doing so the plaintiff is acting to his/her
detrkment - in other words, the defendant ought to have reasonably foreseen
the potentially injurious situation. The defendant does nothing to avert the
detriment or injury. In terms of remedies, the function of an action in tort is
to compensate the victim for the damage done o to provide a party with a
form of reparation for the injury suffered.’*’ In the case of equitable

140 The idea ~at equitaNe doctrh~e could
UrJ~ S~ ~d B. ~g m~ ~he id~ of ~ m~ ~ ~s~o~bN~ ~ "~e
To~ of UnconscionabiEty: A New To~ for New T~mes’ 23 (1979) Sai~¢ Louis
Univ~rs~ ~w ]o~, 97,

141 N~g JG, T~
142 Nid a~ 1014.
143 A~ve n 65, 561;

of ~a~ ~p~ss~ a ~t~ ~ew.
1~    A~ve n 141 N
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estoppel, the court seeks to relieve the plaintiff of the effects of detrimental
relianceo In doing so, the court attempts to compensate the plaintiff in such a
way hhat he/she is in the same position as if he/she had not relied on the
representations of the defendant° Prior to the decision in Verwayen,
Professor Finn demonstrated that equitable estoppe! was an exanaple of a
non-fiduciary ne~i~ghbourhood relationship in which an equitable duty of good
faith may arise. The proposals of Mason CJ reoaffirrn the neighbourhood
relafionshipo In addition, a plaintiff would have the opportunity to argue an
action analogous to tort action and obtain relief relevant to the detriment
suffered. Such relief may constitute holding a party to the representation, if
doing so adequately relieves detriment, However, this may not be the case.
For example, in Verwayen, mone~y relief proved adequate.

The recent developments in equitable estoppel raise the possibility of
substantive fusion and the formation of an ’equitable tort’, nm, nely:

a ’fused’ cause of action derived from equitable jurisprudence for
which,

(ii) the comets provide a wide range of remedies so as to ensure that the
plaintiff is compensated adequately for t~he loss he/she has suffered.

However, this is not the only area of equity jurisprudence where such
issues have come to light° The capacity of equity to award damages o a
fundamental element in traditional torts law - has received broader judicial
endorsement.

The notion of equitable damages for equitable wrongs

Traditionally, the capacity of equity to award damages for breaches of
equitable obligations (as disfi~t from specific forms of mone ~t ~ar~ relief such
as account of profits and abatement) was virtually non-exlstento tn Exparte
Adamson,147 James and Baggallay LJJ stated:

The Court of Char~cery never entertained a suit for damages ee~,casioned by
fraudulent conduct or for breach of trust° T.ne suit was always for a~n equitable
debt or liability in the nature of debt. It was a suit for the restitution of t~he
actua! money or thing, or value of the tt,~ing, of which the cheated party had

145 Finn PD, ’Equity and Contract’ in Finn PD (ed) Essays on Congrac¢ (1987) The Law
Bc~)k Co Ltd at 108-9.

146 However, note that ICF Spry in the Principles of Eq~ifable Remedies (4th edn, The
Law Book Company Ltdo 1990), suggests (at 608) that:

T~e better view is that court~ of equity have ~lways had it within their power to
award damages but that from a very e~rly time they considered it ordinarily
undesirable to do so, partly because their main concern was to enforce
peffomaance in specie of legal and equitable obligations and partly because in
many instances &manges could be oNained in the courts of lawooo

147 (1878) 8 Ch D 807.
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The situation was not ostensibly changed when Lord Cairns Act~’9 was
passed, The legislation permitted damages in certain circumstances m
addition to or in substitution for an injunction or specific performance. Lord
Cairns Act was designed t~ deal with t,he situation where:

(i) a legal wrong had been committed;

(ii) specific performance and/or injunctive relief had been sought; and

(iii) the court considered that neither remedy was available nor sNtable; or
in addition to these remedies, damages were necessary.

Until recently, it was unclear whether damages were substitutable under
Lord Cairns Act where an equitable wrong was in issue, and specific
performance and/or an injunction had been pleaded unsuccessfullyo In
Wentworth v Woollahra Municipal Council (Wentworth’)~ the H~gh Corot
of Australia held (admittedly obiter) that Lord Cairns Act extended to
equitable wrongs as well. Thus the gate was opened to allow damgges for
eqmtable wrongs m the limited c~rcumstances envisaged by the Act.

Recently, damages have been awarded for breach of an equitable duty
where the damages:

(i) were not traditional monetary relief such as account of profits; and
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(ii)

The ’Fusion Fallacy’ Rev~ted

were awarded in situations other than contemplated under Lord
Cairns Act,

Here, three issues are discernible.

First, there are some cases where the cottrt has substituted damages for
traditional equitable relief. In Dusik v Newton the British Columbia
Court of Appeal found that the relevant dealing was an unconscionable
bargain derived by-virtue of unequal bargaining power and oppression.
The Court decided that darnages (ratber than rescission) were the appropriate
remedy:

An award of damages in a case where rescission is m’~available als~ accords
with general principles of unjust enricl"anent.o.it is unjust that the b~ard ought
to benefit from an unconscionable bargain, and the court should provide a
remedy.ooThe effect of rescission is to restore the plaintiff ’to the position he
would have been in had the contract not been made’ (Shell’s Principles of

Equity 28th ed. (1982), at p ~6~)~6). An award of damages in lieu of rescission
must achieve the same result.

Thus, the Court considered that rescission was the prima,v remedy for
unconscionable dealings o However, consistent with the policy behind Lord
Cairns Act, the Court was willing to substitute damages where an equitable
remedy was impractical Furthermore, the Court pointed out that the
calculation of the quantum of damages should reflect the equitable nature of
the primary relief. In this sense, the damages awarded in Dusik v Newton
were equitable damages. As McLelland J stateA in United States Surgical
Corporation v Hospital Products International Pry LM:

This remedy differs from an aec, ount of profits in that the loss to t,he plaintiff
rather than the gain to the defendant is the measure of relief. The principles of
assessment of equitable compensation do not necessarily coincide with those

153 See for example, the statement of Roger~ J in Ca¢¢ v Marac Australia Lgd (1986) 9
NSWLR 639 at 659. For damages for breach of fiduciary duty s~e Coleman v Myers
[19771 2 N’ZLR 255 where Cooke J (as he Lhe~ was) hetd that there had been tmdue
ivzfluence arid a breach of fiduciary duty. However, Ce~ke J considered (at 359-%2)
that t~ sirnply order rescission of the contract woad have pr~-ided the plaintiffs vdah
an unnecessary w~mdfall. Therefore he awarded damages instead. It i~ worth noting that
Co~ke J cited the famous case ofNoc¢on v LordAshburton [1914] AC 932 as authority
that damages were available for breach of fiduciary duty, although it ha~ been peinted
out that the p,-~x~sifion is by no means c~ear on the f~zt~ of that case o see for exarnple,
above n 3 paras [2302] and [2304] and Rider BAK, insider Trading (1983), Jordan and
Son Ltd, Bristol at 82; For other cases dealing with breach of fiduciary duty see
Markwell Bros Pry LM v CPIq Diesels Queensland PO LM (1983) 2 Qd R 508; Fraser
Edmiston Pry Lgd v AGT (QLD) Pry Lid (1988) 2 Qd R !. For damages for undue
irdluence see Treadwell v Martin (t976) 67 DLR Od) 493.

154 (1985) 62 BCLR 1.
155 Ibid at 46.
156 1bid at 48°
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applicable to common law dama~eso

Secondly, the New Zealand Court of Appeal in Aq~uhure Corporat~n
v N~ ~agand Green Mussel Co Ltd (Aq~cM~ure) h~ ~en the ~end
exempl~ ~ D~ v N~on f~. tn Aq~cM~ure, ~e Co~ cons~der~
~e appropriate remedy for br~ch of confidence. Cooke P (w~ whom
Rich~n, Bison ~d H~e Boys JJ ~nc~) ~ld:

Whether the obligation of confidence in a case of the present kind should be
classified as purely an equitable one is debatable, but we do not tt~& that the
question matters for any purpose material to this appeal. For alt purposes now
material, equity and corm-non law are refir~gled or merged. The practicafity of
the matter is that in the circumstances of the dealings between the parties, the
law imposes a duty of confidence. For its breach a full range of remedies

should be available as appro~iate, no matter whet_her Lhey originated in
cormmon law, equity or statute°

It is clear that this statement of general principle represents a radical
departure from traditional views.I~ The historical origins of breach of
confidence no longer matter, particularly for the purposes of ascertaining a
remedy° Surely then in New Zealand, the substantive fusion of law and
equity in relation to breach of confidence has been achieved. Indeed, the
result is doctrinally identical to the judgment of Mason CJ in l/’er~vayen,
namely, a fused cause of action with a wide variety of remedies including
damages to rectify the breach by a defendant.

Another consequence of the statement is that the traditional equitable
remedies for equitable causes of action no longer constitute primary
remedies for breach of an equitable cause of action. Rather, the traditional
equitable remedy is one of many alternative remedies open to the court; or to
put it another way, damages are a primary remedy as well o Tr~erefore, whilst
substitutional damages such as in Dusik v Newton are calculated to give
effect to the original equitable remedy, arguably, damages as a primary
remedy are not so calculatedo Again, ia the context of breach of confidence,
the relationship between the ~es is a ctose one. A duty is imposed by law o
Damages calculated by reference to common law principles are a potential
remedy. The concept of some kind of equitable tort (as defined above)
springs to mind.

the light of the above, a third iss~ arises, v~rr~ely, whether there is a

157 [1982] 2 NSWLR 766 at 8t6; see Davidson IE, ’The Equitable Remedy of
Compe~sati~’ 13 [1982] Me~ ~w R~v&w 349.

158 A~ve n 5.
159 ~id at 301~
1~ For cNticism of ~e decision see a~ve n 3~ para [~9] and Michafik PW~

Avagab~ty of C~nsato~ ~d ~pta~" D~ages N Eq~ty:
Aq~Mt~e ~Nsi~~ (1991) 21 ~ 391,
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confluence of equitable damages and common law damages; that is, should
there be a single form of damages calculawA in accordance with common
law principles? There is much controversy surrounding this point. On the
one hand, The Hon Mr Justice Oummow has argued that the function of
equitable causes of action and traditional remedies were (and are) specific.
The katerpo.sition of criteria relevant m common law damages was (and is)
impossible. On the other hand, a majority of the New ~d Court of
Appeal in Aquaculture beld that there was:

no reason in principle why exemplary damages should not 1~ awarded for
actionable breach of confidence in a case where a compensa~o~ary award wo~ld
not adequately reflect the gravity of khe defendant’s conduct.

This is in accord with the view that a wide range of remedies should be
available o the remedies having been &-awn from common law and equity.

The Canadian Supreme Court has considered this issue in Canson
Enterprises Ltd v Boughton & Company ( Car, son )o The imme~ate issue
for our purposes was whether a com~ could award damages for breach of
fiduciary duty and, if so, how such damages would be calculatedo The
Supreme Court of Canada were divided on the issue. On the one hand,
McLachlin J (with whom Lamer CA and L’HereuxoDube J agreed) expressed
the concern that adopting common law approaches by way of analogy
’overlooks the unique foundation and goals of eqmty o Compensation (or
equitable damages) were awarded m restore a pa,~y ~o his,&er position before
the breach of equitable duty a~d to enforce the equitable obligafiom
SteverLson J simply considered that ’m ~ of the fusing of law and equity
only results N confusing and confounding the law’o

However, in direct contrast, La Forest J (with whom Sopinka, Gonthier
and Coc~ JJ concurred) held that ’equitable principles were not frozen i~
ame o Whilst there was a paucity of cases ill~trafing that a party to whom
a fiduci~m~,-y duty was ’Owed could obtain damages (or compensation) for
breach, this remedy was available in appropriate circumstances. For
example, damages were available where a fiduciary breaches his/her
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fiduciary duty’, but obtains no profit from the breach.1~ This view suggests
that damages were no longer restitutory in nature. Further, in some
circumstances a court may consider common law principles when
ascertaining the quantum of damages involved. In a lengthy (but crucial)
statement of principle La Forest observed:

In relation to the statement, it is worth noting four matters. First, La
Forest J was careful m acknowledge that doctrinal fusion was an ongoing
and subtle developmenL Some areas of law and equity were more capable of
a successful doctrinal fusion than others. In this respect, his views accord
closely to the empirical approach to doctCmal fusion identified above.

Secondly, the flexibility of the remedy and the necessity for justice
outweighed any concern for the historical origins of causes of action and
traditionally relev~t remedies° A similar approach was eviden~ in the
judgment of l~son CA in Verwayen and the decision of the New Zealand
Court of Appeal in Aqu~cultureo

169 TbAs was khe simatior~ in Ca~on i~eg whe~ a so~ f~ ~o ~close m ~ cg~t
~a~ he was ac~g for m~ ~ia~ p~ager who ~n~ s~t pmfi~. F~ a ~
ac~ of ~e fac~ of hhe ~se s~ a~ve ~ 49 at !324. ~e C~ d~i~ ~at ~e l~g
s~ffemd by ~he c~ent was n~ s~dea@ ~mec~ or pmx~a~ m ~e b~ch of
fidu~ ~a~.

170 cfD~&vNewgon a~ee 154 a~.
171 Nid a~ 152-3.
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Thirdly, La Forest J referred m the need for rafionaLisation and integration
where causes of action and remedies gives effect to the same policy
objectiv.eso This raises the question whether common law and equitable
causes of action and remedies still have a separate policy rationale. At least
in relationship ~ estoppel, it seems that !M~ason CA did not think so)~ In
relation m the law of breach of confidence, Cooke P discerned a single cause
of action underpinned by a single p~l~icy objective, namely, protection of
parties in a relationship of confidence.

Fourthly, the award of damages for an equitable wrong was originally
restitutoryo However, La Forest J suggested that there is room for the
interposition of criteria relevant to the calculation of common law damages
when determining danaages for breach of a~ equi~ble duty. The question
remains as to what extent the introduction of common law criteria would
al~er the nature of equitable duties, for example, how would the award of
exemplary damages for breach of an equitable duty change the topography of
our legal landscape? Again, it is submitwA that such doctrinal fusion could
result in the development of °equitable t~rts’, namely:

(i) causes of action of equitable origin for which,

(i~) the courts exercise flexibility in the provision of a wide range of
remedies inc~luding common law darnages in order, to ensure a just
result°

tt is submitted that the judgments of Mason CJ,~ La Forest J~ and the New
Zealand Court of Appeal indicate that t&e doctrinal fusion of law and
equity could occur on four interrelated levels:

~q~ere there is an overlap of tegal and equitable causes in action, such
as in the law of estoppel and breach of confidence, courts may decide
to rationalise them. Courts may shift away from multiple causes of
action towards the establishment of a single cause of action generally
reflecting the common underlying policy objectives of the earlier
causes of action. However, in a~y rationalisation of causes of action

177
from differing so~ces, the courts may need to make subtle choices.
Discerning the underlying objectives of various causes of action and
rationalising them, may prove a complex matter;

172 Above n 78 at 546.
173 Above n 5 at 301.
174 Above n 78 at 546-8.
175 Above n 49 at 152-3.
17~ A~ve n 5.
1~ For ex~ple, ~ ~s ~cle it has ~ ~agges~ (N~i~ ~n~fively) ~a~ Ln Ve~en,

Mas~ ~ ~fe~ a m~ of est--1 ~ m ~ ~er ~n
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Inter-linked with the rafionalisafion of causes of action, there would
be more fle×ibility ~ the granting of remeA~eso Courts would avail
themselves of the whole range of legal and equitable remedies in
order to assist a plaintiff. The granting of a pardcuhr remedy would
be determined by reference to an overall objective. For exa.~l~le, for
estoppel the objective is the prevention of ’unconscionability’.

(~i) With respect to the flexibility of remedies, common law damages and
equitable damages would be open to rationalisatiOno Courts could
borrow criteria from one and ir~corporate it in the other.

(iv) As a result of (i), (ii) and (iii) above, traditional equitable causes
action would be transformed into ’equitable to~s’o

In the light of Verwayen, Aquaculture and Canson, the blar&et views
enunciated by Meagher, Gummow and Lehar~e,1~ on the one hand, and Lord
Diplock1~ on the other, seem overly simplistic. It is clear Nat the franaers of
the Judicature System did not intend the substantive fusion of law and
equity. Nevertheless, some eminent judges have i~ncreasingly taken it upon
themselves to re-evaluate those areas where law and equity, interface and
suggest a radical shift towards doctrinal fusion. It is submitted that we are at
an intermediate stage of’development where substantive fusion is still limited
and prospective. The cases discussed show a path that may be followed
towards substantive fusion. Only ~-ae will tell whether ~ifland’s view that
’lawyers will cease to enquire whether a given role be a tale of equity or a
rule of common law’~°1 was prophetic, over-simple or fanciful

178 Above r~ 55 at 524°
179 Above r~ 3 at para~ [2541o[263!o
180 A~ve n 5%
181 A~ve~ 17.
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